
2.0 D2 TriOptic™ LED Light Kit

Where to Buy View Features

MSRP: $350.00SKU: DNL.D2.10000

Intensity: Single Intensity Harness
DataDim™ Compatible: Yes
Operating Voltage: 12 VDC
Pod Size:  2.2” Round x 2.4” Deep

Instruction Manual

LED’s: (2x) 10 Watt Cree XPL HI
Power Draw: 1.6 Amps
Beam Distance (Spot): 525 Feet
Beam Width (Spot): 75 Feet
Raw Lumens: 2190

The D2 light was designed to create an impressive beam of light that is the perfect balance 

between night time distance and daytime conspicuity. Don’t be fooled by their smaller size; 

the installed spot lenses throw a beam of light 525 feet down the road, while the included 

�ood lenses create a beam that is 165 feet wide and carriey an o�cial E-Mark certi�cation.    

2.0 DM TriOptic™ LED Light Kit

Where to Buy View Features

MSRP: $275.00SKU: DNL.DM.10000

Intensity: Single Intensity Harness
DataDim™ Compatible: Yes
Operating Voltage: 12 VDC
Pod Size:  1.7” Round x 2.4” Deep

Instruction Manual

LED’s: (2x) 10 Watt Cree XPL HI
Power Draw: 1.6 Amps
Beam Distance (Spot): 395 Feet
Beam Width (Spot): 55 Feet
Raw Lumens: 2190

The DM was designed to concentrate all 2190 lumens into a small optic to create an super 

compact light that is incredibly bright to look at. These light are the ideal solution for day-

time visibility but will still outshine your typical high beam. The installed spot beam lenses 

create a beam that reaches a distance of 395 feet. The included �ood lenses carry an o�cial 

E-Mark certi�cation and throw a beam of light 150 feet wide. 

2.0 DR1 TriOptic™ LED Light Kit

Where to Buy View Features

MSRP: $375.00SKU: DNL.DR1.10000

Intensity: Single Intensity Harness
DataDim™ Compatible: Yes 
Operating Voltage: 12 VDC
Pod Size:  3.7” Round  x 3.8” Deep

Instruction Manual

LED’s: (2x)10 Watt Cree XPL HI
Power Draw: 1.6 Amps
Beam Distance (Spot): 1000 Feet
Beam Width (Spot): 75 Feet
Raw Lumens: 2190

The unique oversized re�ector in the DR1 creates an industry leading 1000 foot beam dis-

tance from a single pair of 10 watt LEDs. No other 10 watt LED even comes close. The DR1 is 

ideal for night riding conditions where maximum beam distance is desired. The included 

pair of TrueHybrid™lenses carry an o�cial E-Mark certi�cation and create a more balanced 

combination of distance and width. 

2.0 D4 TriOptic™ LED Light Kit

Where to Buy View Features

MSRP: $399.00SKU: DNL.D4.10000

IIntensity: Single Intensity Harness
DataDim™ Compatible: Yes 
Operating Voltage: 12 VDC
Pod Size:  3.9” Square x 2.6” Deep

Instruction Manual

LED’s: (8x) 10 Watt Cree XPL HI
Power Draw: 6.6 Amps
Beam Distance (Spot): 800 Feet
Beam Width (Spot): 110 Feet
Raw Lumens: 8760

Simply put; the DENALI D4 is a beast. It is our most powerful light packing the punch of 

8760 lumens in a pair of aggressively styled housings. The installed hybrid lens is equipped 

with two elliptical �ood lenses and two spot beam lenses to create the ultimate hybrid 

beam pattern; a super wide close-range �ood and a piercing spot beam in one housing. The 

included pair of spot lenses throws a massive beam of light 800 feet and carries an o�cial 

E-Mark certi�cation. 

2.0 LED Light Kits
Denali 2.0 Light Kits are brighter, more robust, and a lot more versatile. The all new Cree 

High-Intensity 10 watt LED’s are focused through our TriOptic™ Lens System to give you 

three unique beam patterns in one kit. Equipped with DataDim™ Technology and a mod-

ular HotSwap™ wiring harness, the lights can be upgraded in seconds to switch between 

half and full intensity with your vehicle's original high beam switch. Our DrySeal™ sub-

mersible waterproof construction and Impact PC™ Bezels create super durable light and 

switch housings that can withstand the most extreme environments without giving up. 

View Features



Light Kit Accessories
Added Functionality & Versatility 

Our DataDim™ Controller and interchangeable amber 
TriOptic™ lens kits are two of the unique accessories that 
make DENALI lights the most versatile and feature-rich 
lights on the market. 

Amber Lens Kits
 

Available for all 2.0 lights to increase day-time visibility 
and reduce glare in foggy conditions. Kits include two 

amber spot lenses and two amber �ood lenses. 

SKU: DNL.D4.10100
MSRP: $20-$40

Switch Eliminator 

Add this plug-n-play switch eliminator in place of the 
standard on/o� switch to cleanly eliminate the switch so 
your lights will simply turn on and o� with your ignition. 

SKU: DNL.WHS.11300
MSRP: $10

Dual-Intensity Controller

Connect our DataDim™ Controller in place of the original 
relay to enable the lights to switch between half and full 
intensity with your vehicles original high beam switch. 

SKU: DNL.WHS.11000
MSRP: $50

Harness Extension 

This 24" plug-n-play harness extension features the same 
molded wire and MT Series waterproof connectors as the 

main harness. Sold each. 

SKU: DNL.WHS.11500
MSRP: $14

Hi-Low-O� Switch

Add this plug-n-play switch along with our dual-intensity 
controller to enable manual control of the lights intensity 

independent of your vehicles high beam switch.  

SKU: DNL.WHS,11200
MSRP: $30

Y-Splitter Kit

This pair of plug-n-play y-splitters lets you run two sets of 
2.0 lights from one harness. Use it to consolidate to one 

harness and one switch to control both light sets. 

SKU: DNL.WHS.11400
MSRP: $33

B6 Auxiliary LED License Plate Brake light 

Where to Buy

MSRP: $95.00SKU: DNL.B6.10000

Function: Brake Light
Operating Voltage: 12 VDC

LED’s: (6x) .5 Watt LEDs
Power Draw: .25 Amps

The B6 LED Brake LIght was purpose built to create the most amount of light from the 

smallest, most low-pro�le, housing possible. Six 0.5 watt LED’s generate all the added visi-

bility without a bulky tail section. With a simple two-wire brake circuit, the B6 is the opti-

mum brake light to add to the CANsmart™ Controller for a true plug-n-play installation. If a 

CANsmart™ Controller is not available for your vehicle the B6 can still be installed to add a 

super bright auxiliary brake light to the rear of your vehicle. Note that running light, �ash 

patterns, and deceleration activated “auto brake light” functionality is only available when 

used in conjunction with the DENALI CANsmart™ Controller.


